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About my washi paper artworks.

I am working on handmade paper since 2016.I am using mixed technics on paper, collage, 

fragments of old maps, pencils, ink, sometimes gold , wax or soil on it.I am interesting in 

creating art installations, indoor or outdoor. 

The last three years, I get inspiration mostly by Japanese Mythology and Spirituality, through 

the writings of Lafcadio Hearn, old Japanese literature, haiku and  ukiyo-e.

I am using Washi paper, that mr .Masashi Nakamura, my collaborator , sends to me from 

Kyoto, Japan, as it is so difficult to find Washi paper  in Greece.

I am creating original handmade Washi Kimono and Obi inspired by Japanese Mythology.I 

am interesting in compine old Japanese kimono style with my modern visual technics.I am 

making a serie of female and male washi kimono and obi, that refers to ancient Japanese 

Mythology, such as Hagoromo Myth , Urashima Tarō Story and Murasaki Shikibu's  "Tale of 

Genji" and "Pillow Book".

I am also using washi paper to create fragile sculptures,  in reference to godai and gorintō, 

the 5 elements of nature.The three dimensional multiple shape transformations that a washi 

paper can take is a great challenge to me.   Sometimes I use wax on my washi paper 

sculptures, that transforms the texture of it similar to porcelain or marble and others I use red 

soil on, it that gives a ceramic, plaster effect.

Washi paper is the ultimate wabi sabi material:it is fragile yet flexible, sensitive in use yet 

strong , transparent yet easy to cover with colors , lasts in time, while the patina of time is 

writing beautifully on it.  Washi paper is my favorite material to work with  as I am experiment 

with every possible transformation of it, in space and time.

I am particularly interested in historic handmade Japanese washi paper made from traditional 
materials such as " edgeworthia 三椏 mitsumata", " gampi 雁皮 "etc., and if I have a chance, 

I would like to use it to create kimono again and convey Japanese culture to the world.




